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aren’t motivated enough by points and grades?
have learned to “play” school?
don’t want to play school?
do the bare minimum?
have adeptly figured out how to talk as little as
possible in activities that require talk?
• feel like their ideas aren’t valued by others?
• struggle academically because of language?
•
•
•
•
•

Understanding Language

Overview

Why does language develop?

Content, Thinking Skills,

“Language is learned, not because we
want to talk or read or write about
language, but because we want to talk
and read and write about the world.
Language is the medium of our
interpersonal relationships, the medium
of our mental life, the medium of
learning about the world.”

Academic language, Agency, & Identity
Structured
Speaking & Listening
Reading
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Academic
Conversations
Writing

--Courtney Cazden
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Authentic Communication Features
For developing content, thinking, language, and social skills

Using language in
Using language to do
non-meaningful R-W-L-S meaningful things that
ways (e.g., for
just one person can’t
R-W-L-S
R-W-L-S-C
getting pointsR-W-L-S-C
&
do. (build, create,
praise, showing
change,
decide, clarify,
C
C
learning, winning,
negotiate, argue, etc.)
etc.)
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IDEA
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Support
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☑ Information
gap(s)

Clarify

☑ Purposeful building of idea(s) △
Attention to language in service of communication
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(Language modeling, practice, feedback, sentence frames, etc.)
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Interview with a Student

Building Ideas Mindset (RWLSC)
Do your students think these? How can we foster them?

What ideas am I/we
building this week
and how do
these tasks
& texts
help?

Is this idea as clear and
strong as possible?

Int:
Stu:
Int:
Stu:
Int:
Stu:

How can I
help others
build their
ideas a
much as
possible?

What new
ideas can
I start
building
today?

Int:
Stu:
Int:
Stu:

So, how do you learn in this class?
We build ideas.
How do you do that?
You clarify and you support it with evidence & examples. And
you keep doing those skills until it’s as clear and strong as you can get it.
How do those skills help you to build ideas?
If you don’t clarify, then you might be like way not on the same page about what
things mean. For example, you say “freedom,” and you and I may have really different
ideas of what it means. But your definition helps mine get better, right?
Right. What about supporting with evidence & examples?
I just did that with the freedom example, right? If you don’t use evidence and
examples, it’s weaker; it’s just what you think, and that’s not enough, even if you’re
the president.
Can you give an example?
Ha ha. OK. So if you say we should wear school uniforms, you need to have evidence
that they help, like they cost less, or stop people from stealing, or stop gangs.

Interview with a Student
Int: I see. How is this class different from last year?
Stu: Last year we just memorized stuff and took tests. So booooring. Even
when we did fun things like games and experiments, I didn’t learn
much. I was trying to win or memorize stuff. This year, we focus on
building ideas. It can be like in writing, reading, or talking. You probly want examples.
OK, so in writing, like instead of just trying to make my essay fit what it says on the
rubric, now I write to others. I build up an idea to communicate it better to my readers.
And when I read, instead of reading to answer a bunch of stupid questions, I read to
form a big idea in my mind. And then I do something with it. Last year I did just enough
to get by. Now I try cuz it makes a difference in me, and sometimes in others.
Int: What about conversation?
Stu: That’s the most fun because you got another person to help you build up an idea.
Everyone in the class knows that building ideas is what we do here. So we push each
other to clarify and support each idea that we are working on. The teacher keeps
saying, “Build it up until you can’t build it up anymore.”

Building Ideas and Bridging Information Gaps
with Structured Interaction Activities:

One of the most important things that
students must learn in school is
how to build up ideas.

Information Gap Cards: If you want to live here,…
1.

?
?

What are you?
Where do you live?
What do you eat?
How have you adapted to eat
Act out any words they will need
that?
Students read own cards and try
Because I eat___, I have ____
to remember the information.
• How have you adapted to avoid
Have them find all three other animals
dangers?
and learn how you would need to adapt
One trait that helps me avoid…
to survive in each of their habitats.
• Can you clarify...give an example..
Have them prepare to describe their
For example, one time I…
○

Information Gap Activities

?

Model for students how you will
respond to the prompt:

2.
3.
4.

5.

You are thinking of moving to the habitat
where your partner lives. Ask him or her how
you need to adapt in order to survive.

evolving idea using these examples.

•
•
•
•

(remove these the third time)
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Info Gap Activities (Math)
Info Gap Cards Sample Conversation

Building Ideas and Bridging Information Gaps
with Structured Interaction Activities:

ACTIVITY FOR SUPPORTING IDEAS:
ARGUMENT SCALE

A: Do you know how fast the shuttle is orbiting?
B: Yes, but why do you want to know that?
A: Cuz I need to know it to figure out how long it
takes to catch the satellite.
B: How will knowing the speed help you do that?
A: I’ll use it and the satellite speed and the distance.
B: OK, it’s going 16,800 miles per hour
A: Thanks. And how fast is the satellite going?
B: Why do you need to know that?
A: To know how long it’ll take. If it’s just a little slower, it’ll take longer. I’ll make an
equation and put them equal to each other cuz that’s where they meet.
B: That makes sense. The satellite is
going 16,000 mph
A: Thanks. And how far are they apart
when the shuttle starts its orbit?
B: Why?
Understanding Language

Transition Improv Activities

?
?
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Transition Improv Activity: Pro-Con
Topics:

Transition Improv: For-Against (For or Against)

Camping, Shopping, TV, Uniforms, Computers, Superheroes, Cars,
Conferences, Internet, Cell phones, Video games, …

Transitions:
However,
M otion

On the other hand,
Then again,

Frames:

Topics: Electoral college, social media, human-caused climate change,
“jury of peers”, zoos, year-round schools, corn as fuel,
extraterrestrial life, Chinese landing in Americas in 1421, going
to college* (2 texts) [Robber Barons or Captains of Industry]

Transitions: However,

but
Listeners can & should:
- Prompt for
clarification
- Prompt for support
- Offer idea seeds w/
“What about…?”

One advantage is … For example, …
Another positive of … is… because…
A negative aspect of ___ is …
In spite of the positives of _____,

On the other hand,
Then again,

Frames:

A & B, Lean?
Understanding Language
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Understanding Language

Transition Improv: Similar-Different

Topic:Animal
Plantcells
cells &
Lysosomes
animal cells
Ribosomes
(digest food and
break down waste)

Centrioles
Transitions:

(make protein)

Mitochondria
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(turns nutrients
into energy)

but

One reason for … is … For example, …
Evidence that supports … is… because…
A reason against … is … For example, …
Evidence that does not support … is … because …

A & B,
motion
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Transition Improv: Similar-Different

Plant Cells

Topic:

Cell wall

(gives plant its shape)

old Brian &
new Brian

Large vacuole

(store
nutrients and waste)

However,
(pull chromosomes from
Chloroplasts
nucleus during mitosis)
On the other hand,
carbohydrates
Cytoplasm (produce
using photosynthesis)
Then
but
No cell
wall again,

SD Frames:

?

Transitions: However,
On the other hand,
Then again,

Unlike animal cells, plant cells have ____, which …
Plant & animal cells both have ____, which serve to…
… are similar to ____ in that they both _____
Animal cells differ from plant cells in that _____

Frames:

but

Unlike the old Brian, new Brian ____, which came from
Both new and old brian ____, which …
New Brian differs from old Brian in that _____
An important trait that didn’t change in Brian was …

Jeff Zwiers
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Transition Improv Activity: Positivo-Negativo

Transition Improv: Two Views w/ Evidence

Views:

Tema:

Patriots
Loyalists
On the other hand,
Then again,

Understanding Language

Negativos

Transiciones: Por el otro lado,

Transitions: However,

Frames:

Sin embargo,
Puedo…
Tengo que…
- comer comidas nuevas. Por ejemplo,
- gastar mucho dinero. Por ejemplo, …
No obstante,
en México comí chapulines
- Viajar muchas horas en avión
- aprender la historia del país
- Buscar baños limpios
- descansar, leer, nadar, …

but

The ___ thought that …
Many ___ believed that…
A different perspective held by ___ was that…
In the eyes of ___...

Por el otro lado,
Sin embargo,
No obstante,

1. Prompt for an original response
2. Successive partners: borrow and use the language, ideas,
and evidence each time-->
• Stronger (often longer) with better supporting evidence
and examples, and
• Clearer with more precise terms and linked, organized,
complete sentences.
3. Listeners push for clarification & support, and offer ideas
4. Scaffolds are reduced during the activity.

Stronger-Clearer
Each Time Activities

?

?
?

Understanding Language

A begins and B listens and asks
clarify & support questions. Go.
Take two-word notes. New
partners! Don’t forget to use
examples. Stronger + Clearer!

“Stronger & Clearer Each Time” Grid

I think it’s both good and bad.
Like you learn from each
other, but also you can fight.
The Aztecs and Spain.
They didn’t like each
other.

What happens
when cultures
(PRE)
meet and why?
Bad things happen
My notes: Bad, wars
when they meet.
both, learn
Wars
start.

I think bad things happen
when cultures meet, like
wars.

What happens when cultures meet and why?
L a n g u a g e , L it e r a c y , & L e a r n in g in t h e
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Maybe not
learned, but like

M anuel

Partner

I think it’s both good and bad.
Like you learn from each
other, but also you can fight.

When cultures meet each other, it
helps to learn how others live. Like
religion. But wars can happen, like
you said.

What do you
mean they
learn religion?

both, learn
religion, mix

1 st

Take two-word notes. Switch
partners! Don’t forget to use
examples & ask for clarify &
support. Stronger + clearer!

Cultures meet and bad things
happen like fighting, like the
Aztecs and Spain. But good
What happens
things, too, like you can learn
when cultures
other language.
meet and why?
My notes: Bad, wars

M anuel

Jeff Zwiers
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“Stronger & Clearer Each Time” Grid

Understanding Language

pero

Designing “Stronger & Clearer Each Time” Activities

Building Ideas and Bridging Information Gaps
with Structured Interaction Activities:

What’s an example of
fighting?

Una ventaja es que … Por ejemplo, …
Otro aspecto positivo es … porque…
Una desventaja es que…
En los viajes, …

Jeff Zwiers
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I think bad things happen
when cultures meet, like
wars.

Viajar a otros países

Positivos

mixing religions
2 nd
Partnertogether.

What happens when cultures meet and why?
Jeff Zwiers
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“Stronger & Clearer Each Time” Grid
I think it’s both good and bad.
(PRE)
Like you learn from each
Bad things happen when
other, but also you can fight.
they meet.
Warsmeet
start.
When cultures
each

I think bad things happen
when cultures meet, like
wars.
Cultures meet and bad things
happen like fighting, like the
Aztecs and Spain. But good
things, too, like you can learn
other language.
When cultures meet, is bad and good.
Bad cuz they fight wars, like they’re
different. Spain thought they were
better than the Aztecs. And good cuz
you can learn languages, like Spanish,
and new religion.

other, it helps to learn how
others live.-----------------------Like religion. But
(POST) like you
wars can happen,
When cultures meet, is
said.
both bad and good. Bad
cuz they fight, like the
Aztecs and Spain. Spain
They learn thought
things from
eachwere better
they
other like new
foods.took
But over. Good
so they
some cultures
they’re
cuzthink
of new
food and
3rd
M anuelbest and should
controland
it. religion.
languages
Partner
They start wars over it.

Prompt:
Was Martin
Luther right
or wrong in
nailing his 95
theses to the
church door?

1. Pre-Write
2. Interactions

What happens when cultures meet and why?

Understanding Language

3. Post-Write
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Interaction Mini-Lines

“Stronger & Clearer Each Time” Organizer
If a tire rotates at 400 revolutions per minute
Arguehave
with
a person
sitting
on
a couch
who
says,
What
is
ancar
important
theme
in
this
story?
when
the
is traveling
60
km/h,
what
is the
How
germs
changed
the
course
of
history?
“I have no energy!”
circumference
of the tire? Solve and explain.

Name

(just two or three key words, if any)

Me
1.

Listeners can & should:
- Prompt for
clarification
- Prompt for support
- Help with “What
about…?”

2.
3.

Me
One type of energy that you have just sitting there is...
Because you ..., you also have ...energy.
Even though.....
I disagree with you...

10 sec “take w / m e” | H ighlight the w riting | Jigsaw variation | Follow w / conversation

“Stronger & Clearer Each Time” Grid

Name
Me
1.
2.
3.

Me

IfHow
a tirecan
rotates
400 revolutions
per minute
doingatthings
that develop
students’ oral
when the car is traveling 72km/h, what is the
language (speaking, listening, conversing) influence
circumference of the tire? Solve and explain.
their reading, writing, and/or content learning?
(just two or three key words, if any)

Listeners can & should:
- Prompt for
clarification
- Prompt for support
- Help with “What
about…?”

One way in which oral language influences reading is…because...
A student with a strong command of oral language can read...
Even though.....
I disagree with you...

Stronger & Clearer Each Time: Opinion Continuum
I think it was mostly farming
practices; they farmed too
much land.

I think the Dust Bowl was
caused mainly by policies.

I think it was arrogance; they
thought they had tools and
ways to win against nature.

I was on policy but moved a little. I
think Juan was right about people
not farming right, like they left the
lands dry.
I don’t know. At first I was all on policy
because the government gave them
land to farm. And farming it made it
loose. But they were arrogant, too;
they thought they could control
nature, but they were wrong.

3rd
Partner

Silvia

Was the Dust Bowl a result of federal policy or arrogance?
10 sec “take w / m e” | H ighlight the w riting
Jigsaw variation | Follow w / conversation

Policy

Me

|

|

|

|

|

Arrogance
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Enhancing Activities w/ Authentic Communication
Read & answer questions, Create a group poster, Write a lab report,
Whole class discussion, Simulation/dramatization, Literature Circles,
Solve words problem in pairs, Take notes, Create a story, Watch a video,
Writers’ Workshop, Socratic Seminar, Four Corners, Oral Presentation,
Gallery Walk, Think-Pair-Share, Jigsaw, Games (e.g., Bingo, Jeopardy)

It’s time to think of academic
language development,
content learning, and
assessment at the paragraph
level and above.

Understanding Language

Building
Big Idea(s)

Clarity & Support
Needed & Pushed

Information
Gaps

Make an inform e d
decision on which
route to take to
California in 1860

In expert groups pairs practice
what w ill say; partner prompts for
clarity & support. In hom e groups
m embers prompt for clarify/support

3 different articles
describing the positives
an d negatives of the 3
main routes

Jeff Zwiers
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Enhancing Activities w/ Authentic Communication
Read & answer questions, Create a group poster, Write a lab report,
Whole class discussion, Simulation/dramatization, Literature Circles,
Solve words problem in pairs, Take notes, Create a story, Watch a video,
Writers’ Workshop, Socratic Seminar, Four Corners, Oral Presentation,
Gallery Walk, Think-Pair-Share, Jigsaw, Games (e.g., Bingo, Jeopardy)
Building
Big Idea(s)

Clarity & Support
Needed & Pushed

Academic
Conversations

Information
Gaps

Conversations

Constructive Conversation Skills: Building an Idea

“Conversations can leave us
pondering and processing
ideas which, in turn, contribute
to the inner dialogues that we
hold in our heads throughout
each day (Vygotsky, 1986).”
These inner dialogues
continually shape our thoughts
and language.
Understanding Language
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Build up an Idea (at least to here)

Support

Jeff Zwiers

Pose Idea

Clarify

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ask ?’s
Define
Elaborate
Paraphrase
Negotiate
Analogy
Synthesize

Hand m otions
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Constructive Conversation Skills: Building an Idea
Build up an Idea (at least to here)

Research: Analyzing Conversations (DRAFT)
In each conversation
t # of turns per conversation

Clarify

Support

Support

Support

Support

Clarify

Support

Some
Value
(n = 27)

High
Value
(n = 20)

t < 7.5

7.5 < t < 10.2

10.2 < t

c # of Clarify moves (C) per Idea

c < 1.1

1.1 < c < 2.4

2.4 < c

s # of Support moves (S) per Idea
(includes prompts for support)
m # of (Clarify + Support) moves
per Idea
w Mean length of turns (# words)

d < 1.0

1.0 < d < 1.8

1.8 < s

b < 2.1

2.1 < b < 4.1

4.2 < m

w < 10

10 < w < 15

15 < w

p Rating of the prompt

p < 1.2

1.2 < p < 2.4

2.4 < p

(includes prompts for clarification)

Idea
Clarify

Minimal
Value
(n = 13)

Conversation Observation Tool

Hand m otions

Conversation Skills & Features

Collaboratively build one or more ideas to the max
Pose one or more relevant & buildable idea(s) & choose the
best one(s) to build
Support idea(s) with evidence, examples, explanations;
accurate content
Clarify
(define, ask questions, elaborate, paraphrase, etc.)
Use disciplinary thinking
(e.g., cause-effect, interpret, understand other perspectives,
bias, analyze,…)
If it’s an argument, after building up both/all sides,
evaluate and compare ideas to choose strongest/heaviest

COAT Notes

Take appropriate turns
(build on; respectfully challenge; don’t interrupt, etc.)
Value each other’s ideas
Nonverbal communication

What does building an idea look like?
PROMPT: Why do animals adapt?

What does building an idea look like?
PROMPT: Why do animals adapt?

Adaptation helps animals to survive.

What does building an idea look like?
PROMPT: Why do animals adapt?

Adaptation helps animals to survive.
What are examples of
I think to live, like to
adapting to eat?
keep living.
What does survive
Yeah, like to eat and not get…,
mean?
like to escape from big eaters

Animals change their bodies to
survive.

Animals change their bodies to
survive.

What does adaptation
mean?

What does adaptation
mean?

What does survive
mean?

7
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What does building an idea look like?

What does building an idea look like?

PROMPT: Why do animals adapt?

PROMPT: Why do animals adapt?

Adaptation helps animals to survive.
How do long And frogs have long Eagles have good eyes to
see little animals
tongues help? tongues.
What are examples of
Animals change their bodies to
I think to live, like to
adapting to eat?
survive.
keep living.

OK, are we No, we gotta do Oh, yeah, some animals Some can’t go fast but fight
done?
escaping & hiding run super fast like lizards back, like snakes & crabs
For example, a fly goes How do long And frogs have long Eagles have good eyes to
see little animals
by, and zap, he gets it. tongues help? tongues.
What are examples of
Animals change their bodies to
I think to live, like to
adapting to eat?
survive.
keep living.

What does adaptation
mean?

What does adaptation
mean?

What does survive
mean?

Yeah, like to eat and not get…,
like to escape from big eaters

What does building an idea look like?

IDEA

PROMPT: Why do animals adapt?

CLARIFY

Adaptation helps animals to survive.

SUPPORT

What about They sting you How do jellyfish
Like
fight back?
and it hurts.
camouflage? hiding?
OK, are we No, we gotta do Oh, yeah, some animals Some can’t go fast but fight
done?
escaping & hiding run super fast like lizards back, like snakes & jellyfish
For example, a fly goes How do long And frogs have long Eagles have good eyes to
see little animals
by, and zap, he gets it. tongues help? tongues.
What are examples of
Animals change their bodies to
I think to live, like to
adapting to eat?
survive.
keep living.
Leaf bugs, rock fish, &
rabbits change fur color

What does adaptation
mean?

What does survive
mean?

Yeah, like to eat and not get…,
like to escape from big eaters

Prompt: How can the Rainbow Fish story
teach us to be better people?
Sample 1
He didn’t share.
And he had lots of scales.
So?
They’re shiny. He got mad at the
little fish, it wanted one.
A: And then he talked to the
octopus.
B: He looked kinda scary.
A: Yeah. But he was nice to the fish.
B: Yeah. OK. Are we done?

C: He was selfish.
D: So is that what we learn?
C: No, like to not be selfish.
D: Why not?
C: Look at the fish. He didn’t share and
was sad//
D: Yeah, cuz other fish stopped playing
with him, and so he got lonely.
C: Selfish isn’t good.
D: So to have friends, we gotta share.

Build up an Idea (at least to here)

Clarify

Support

Support

Clarify

Sample 2

A:
B:
A:
B:

Constructive Conversation Skills: Building an Idea

Build up an Idea (at least to here)

Pose Idea

Yeah, like to eat and not get…,
like to escape from big eaters

Analyzing Conversations

Constructive Conversation Skills: Building an Idea

Support

What does survive
mean?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ask ?’s
Define
Elaborate
Paraphrase
Negotiate
Analogy
Synthesize

Idea
Clarify

Support

Hand m otions

Support

Support

Clarify

Hand m otions
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Model and Analyze Conversations

Conversation
A:
B:
A:
B:
A:
B:
A:
B:
A:
B:

Rosa Parks. Marcos said all she did was sit down,
but I think she was a hero.
Why?
She has a book about her.
Why do you think a whole book?
I think cuz she was so brave to go to jail, and it was just like cuz she sat
down on a bus. I still can’t believe that all happened.
All what?
The racism stuff. Like they had different drinking fountains! Different
schools, and they were really bad. Just cuz of skin color!
So Rosa sat down and went to jail and it started the…what’s that word?
Boycott.
Boycott, so they change those racism rules. All cuz of Rosa! ...
Where’s Marcos?

Understanding Language

Lisa:
Rob:
Lisa:
Rob:
Leo:
Edgar:
Leo:
Edgar:
Leo:
Edgar:
Jeff Zwiers
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Mansur:
Lynn:
Mansur:
Lynn:
Mansur:

1.

I think there are different ways to solve it.
So? Just do what the teacher did.
But why did she turn the fraction over?
Who cares? Just turn it over.
OK.

B:
A:
B:
B:
A:
B:
A:

As talkers converse, observer
takes notes on the Idea
Building Note-Taking Form,
cards, or something similar.

½÷¼

Idea Building Cards

A:
B:
A:

Jeff Zwiers
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Third Observer Notes & Coaching

What caused the fall?
The text said disease and war.
It also said crops and politics.
All of them, I guess.

(Why? Can you clarify…?
Can you give another reason?)

Build up the
first idea
first!!! (if it’s
buildable and
relevant)

We should be able to vote.
I agree. And drive cars around, you know, get licenses.
I drove my uncle’s car in the mountains when I was 12.
Where’d you go?
On the roads by his house, but then into a pond.
Did you get all wet?....

Understanding Language

Analyze Conversations
Laura:
Eli:
Laura:
Eli:

I think air has weight. Remember the balloon?
I respectfully disagree with you.
Why?
Because I can’t feel it. Can you?

Third Observer Notes & Coaching
Clarify
Clarify
Clarify
IDEA: The sun is necessary.
Support
Clarify
Clarify

Give an example for the sun is necessary.
Clarify
Plants, like a tree, need light to live.
Support
IDEA: The sun is necessary.
But can’t we live without the sun?
Support
We are OK at night.
But we need plants for food, right?
Yeah, I guess it all starts with plants. Like all the animals eat plants.
OK, I thought of something. Oh it’s warm.
Can you explain more?
Think about how cold it’d be without the sun. It warms us up every day.
Yeah, everything would freeze. Even all the water.
Yeah, and we need water, not ice.

1.

As talkers converse, observer
takes notes on the Idea
Building Note-Taking Form,
cards, or something similar.

2.

Make suggestions verbally or
silently on sticky notes, when
needed.

*Can have two observers, one in each role

Refer to the text
Define the term:
________
Explain how
evidence supports
the idea/claim

Ask for an (another)
example to support
the idea
Ask your partner to
share more
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Third Observer Use of Coaching Cards - 5th Gr. ELA
A: So, what do you think the poem is about?
B: I think maybe something like, You gotta be Let them be as flowers,
always watered, fed, guarded, admired,
yourself. What do you think?
but harnessed to a pot of dirt.
A: I think it’s about being out in nature, that
I'd rather be a tall, ugly weed,
Build
up the
firstlike an eagle
clinging
on cliffs,
it’s good to see plants…
idea
first
wind-wavering
above high, jagged rocks.
Oh, OK, So, why do you think it’s about ‘be
yourself’?
I'd rather be unseen, and if
B: Cuz it says he doesn’t want to be growing in then shunned by everyone,
than to be a pleasant-smelling flower,
clusters in the valley, and stand alone, and growing in clusters in the fertile valley,
where they're praised, handled, and
like not stuck in a pot of dirt.
Identity (excerpt, by Julio Noboa Polanco)

A: I like that. And the title is “Identity”

YOUR TURN
(3 rd observer-coach)

First, collaborate to generate a
meaty question about these
paintings.
1851

Why are these two painting so
different?
(Build up an idea together that you will share
with others)

plucked by greedy, human hands.

How does the title
If I could stand alone, strong and free,
support the idea?
I'd rather be a tall, ugly weed.

B: Yeah…
How does that help us?
A: Identity means how you’re different...

2011

Collaborative Argumentation

Academic Conversation Skills for Collaborative Argument
Build up 2 nd Idea (at least to here)
Com peting Idea

Build up an Idea (at least to here)
Idea

Support

Clarify

Support

Clarify

Support

Support

Evaluate
Support

Clarify

Support

Support

Support

Clarify

& Com pare
Clarify

Support

Understanding Language

Structuring Collaborative Argument Conversations:
Argument Scale
vs.

Opposite or
Different Claim

Which claim’s reasons, evidence, and
explanations ‘weigh’ the most?
Claim/Position
Yes
Courage
Good

Are
humans
good
Main
theme
of is
Magnets
All
Video
petroleum
games
attract
Should
U.S.
have
or
evil?
the
story?
all
biogenic
banned
metals
or not
entered
the
war?

Claim/Position
No
Perseverence
Evil

Clarify

Hand m otions
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Claim

Support

Argument Balance Scale

Prevent
dropouts &
jail costs

ACTIVITY FOR SUPPORTING IDEAS:
ARGUMENT SCALE

Reason/Evidnc/Exp
Kids need to eat

Gets them
to read

R eason/E vidnc/E xp
P revents dropouts,
crim e, jail costs

Reason/Evidnc/Exp
Gets kids to read

Kids need
to eat

Claim/Position
Yes

Stay after
school

ISSUE
Should pizza be a
reward for rea ding?

Claim/Position
No

Pizza tastes
good
Understanding Language
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Argument Balance Scale

ACTIVITY FOR SUPPORTING IDEAS:
ARGUMENT SCALE

ACTIVITY FOR SUPPORTING IDEAS:
ARGUMENT SCALE

Argument Balance Scale

Not healthy
food
Expensive to
run

Reason/Evidnc/Exp
Kids need to eat

Compare the
evidence on both
sides (use criteria)

R eason/E vidnc/E xp

Need to
exercise

N ot healthy food

Reason/Evidnc/Exp
Gets kids to read

Yes

Cheese has
protein, tom ato
sauce = veggie,
dough has carbs

Reason/Evidnc/Exp
Not good motivation
Should pizza be a
reward for rea ding?

Claim/Position

Not good
motivation for
reading

Reason/Evidnc/Exp
Expensive
R eason/E vidnc/E xp

P revents dropouts,
crim e, jail costs

Claim/Position
No

Some kids don’t
like pizza
Understanding Language
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Conversation or Not?

Argument Balance Scale

ACTIVITY FOR SUPPORTING IDEAS:
ARGUMENT SCALE

Choose a side
and argue why it
“weighs more”

R e a s o n /E v id n c /E x p

R e a s o n /E v id n c /E x p

Reason/Evidnc/Exp

Reason/Evidnc/Exp

Reason/Evidnc/Exp

3-D Version

Claim/Position
Yes

Reason/Evidnc/Exp

Should we take the time Claim/Position
& effort to teach with more
No
paired conversations?

2D-Scale
Pair 1 – Prep
Pair 2 – Use notes
Pair 3 – No notes

Even though… I/we
chose...because...
Understanding Language
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Conversation Prompts
q There is an engaging purpose for
conversing that requires thinking &
doing something with ideas

(e.g., create, clarify, argue (=>consensus),
decide, rank, solve, evaluate, combine,
compare, choose, fortify, build, & transform) (+
Agency)

q There is a need to talk
(info gaps; bring unique ideas)
q There are clear directions for how to
converse (language use, thinking,
content concepts…)
Understanding Language
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Create Model Conversations

ELA Literature: Collaboratively decide
whether
or not Decide
Atticus whether
should take
a to
ELA
Expository:
or not
standthe
to max
defend
Tom
raise
number
of hourstoper
day a
Math:
Work
with
your Robinson.
partner
create
Co-build
sides
upuse
with
evidence
that
teenagers
should
screens.
word
problem
requires
the
solver to
Science:
In both
yourthat
conversation,
compare
from
and
explain
the
Engage
in text
awill
collaborative
argument
solve
itthe
using
two
equations.
the
data
that
you
got
in the
lab with
History:
You
co-author
ahow
letter
to that
a
conversation
in
which
you
and
your
Both
yousupports
contribute
ideas
and
then
evidence
each
side.
Then
of
yourofjournal.
partner.
history
Converse
with
your
decide
which
would
make
for
the
most
decide
which
side
weighs
more
and
why.
upifboth
sides
of come
the issue
Ifpartner
the data
are different,
jointly
to
partner
tobuild
decide
Lincoln
was
more
Use Use
support
language
such
as
support,
and.
evidence
and
discuss
interesting
problem
for
your
possible
explanations
for
this;classmates
iforthe
similar,
interested
in
abolishing
slavery
more to
evidence,
because…
Also
credibility
sources.
Discuss
and
solve.
Make
sure
the
problem
is
clear;to
it
interested
inof
preserving
theremember
Union.
explain
why.
Make
sure
your
explanations
use
effective
nonverbal
communication.
negotiate
types
of
screen
time,
if on
can
contain
extra
information
and
are
clear
and
use
scientific
language
such
Use
evidence
to
support
the
claims
necessary,
your
final
decision.
Use
numbers,
if for
you
want
to
be
tricky.
Make
as:
We
believe
that
differences
inofthe
each
side
and
evaluate
the
value
the
sure
to set
up
what
isany
happening
evaluation
language
such
outweigh,
data
are
due
to…”
Come
upaswith
aand
finaluse
evidence,
along
with
bias
that
weak/strong
because,
credible,
etc.
consistent
units.
conclusion
that
you
might
exist in
thedescribes
sources. what
Use historian
language
suchwere
as “This
is strong
learned—or
supposed
to learn—
from the because…”
lab.
evidence

Your HW: Create a
model conversation on
a current topic of
study. Try to include
the core conversation
skills.

Jeff Zwiers
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Depth of Change

Have students become and benefit from third observers
who coach peers in their conversations.
Have students engage in conversations (e.g., collaborative
arguments) about learned topics, and self-assess. (10K hrs)
Model conversations & analyze them for skills (clarify & support )
for building ideas
Weave building ideas, clarifying, and supporting into all activities and
discussions (whenever students read, write, listen, speak, converse)
Have 2nd and 3rd pair-shares (e.g., Stronger-Clearer) in which students
practice, push and are pushed to support ideas and clarify, to improve ideas

Improve pair-shares:
A) More prompting for purposeful building of ideas that depends on bridging info gaps
B) Listener prompts talker to clarify and support in order to help build up idea
C) Structure time for A and B students (e.g., Pro-Con)

Understanding Language

L a n g u a g e , L it e r a c y , & L e a r n in g in t h e
C o n te n t A re a s
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Conclusion

“Language is the blood of the soul
into which thoughts run
and out of which they grow.”
‒Oliver Wendell Holmes

Jeff Zwiers | jzwiers@stanford.edu | jeffzwiers.org/april16
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